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Edifier HECATE GX04 TWS Headphones (grey)
Looking for headphones that will give you great sound quality while gaming and listening to music? Edifier HECATE GX04 are just for you!
Bet on crystal clear sound and modern technologies that increase the functionality of the equipment. The devices offer a long operating
time, stable connection via Bluetooth 5.2 and 2 modes of operation. They also provide ultra-low latency of 40 ms.
 
High-quality sound
HECATE GX04 provide crystal-clear sound, allowing you to feel the atmosphere of your favorite games at an unprecedented level! They
are equipped with dynamic 10 mm drivers, which translate into excellent quality of high, medium and low tones. A special Music mode
will sharpen the detail of the generated sounds, revealing new musical experiences for you!
 
Even more immersion
Activate  Game Mode  and  gain  the  edge  over  your  online  opponents  right  from the  start!  H+ sound  effects,  combined  with  amplified
footsteps and gunfire, give you the chance to prepare for a duel before it even starts. What's more, the ultra-low latency (40 ms) ensures
near-perfect synchronization of video and audio - even during highly dynamic gameplay.
 
Powerful power supply
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The headphones have a runtime of up to 7 hours, and the charging case extends that to up to 28 hours. So you can play without limit
and listen to music without worrying about sudden discharge. GX04 also support 2C fast charging technology, so 15 minutes of charging
allows you to use the headphones for another 2 hours.
 
Convenience of use
Touchpads  provide  instant  access  to  key  functions  -  without  pulling  out  your  smartphone!  You  can  pause  and  resume  playback,  or
answer and end calls. You can also manage the backlight and operating mode. In addition, they are extremely light and comfortable, and
the IP54 waterproof rating will allow you to use them in the rain or during training.
 
Stable connection
The Bluetooth 5.2 module is responsible for a stable and trouble-free connection between the equipment and your device. Forget about
delays and sound distortions - they are an echo of the past! Each headphone connects to the source independently, giving you the option
to use only one of them. So enjoy the way you like - without restrictions and compromises!
 
Set includes
Headphones
Charging case
Charging cable
Replaceable rubber bands (3 pairs)
User manual
Brand
Edifier
Model
GX04
Playback time
7 h (headphones) + 21 h (case)
Input
5V 110mA (headphones), 5V 1.1A (case)
Transducer
Dynamic, 10 mm
Impedance
32Ω
Frequency response
20 Hz - 20 kHz
Audio codecs
SBC
Sensitivity
103 dB
Bluetooth version
5.2
Bluetooth Profiles
A2DP, AVCRCP, HFP, HSP
Range
Up to 10 m
Waterproof
IP54
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Preço:

€ 51.00

Audio, Headphones, Wireless
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